Join EVC’s AFFIRM Program to CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORY MONTH 2014

Africans in the Americas 2014 EVENTS:

Monday, February 3rd – Friday, February 28th
Africans in the Americas Art Display
Located on 2nd Floor of the EVC Library

Tuesday, February 4th
Seneferu’s Saga: New Age Art Display
Located in the VPA Art Gallery
Featuring the artwork of Malik Seneferu and Karen Seneferu

Tuesday, February 11th
Blacks in Latin America Discussion Panel
12:15-1:35pm in Montgomery Hall, Room SC-127
Panelists:
Nefertina Abrams, Visual Anthropologist
Nefertari Raja, Anthropology M.A.
Prof. Macario Ortiz, Prof. Fela Uhuru

Thursday, February 13th
Defending Your Health: Nutrition in the African American Community
12:15-1:35pm in Montgomery Hall, Room SC-127
Guest Speaker: Mimut Re Nuhu

Thursday, February 20th
AFFIRM’s Valentine’s Day Poetry Slam
12:15-1:35pm, in Montgomery Hall, Room SC-127
Featuring Khiry Malik Moore, Spoken Word Artist

Feel the BEAT! African Drumming Performance
@ 12:15-1:35pm, in Montgomery Hall, Room SC-127
Guest Performers: Akoma Arts

Tuesday, February 25th
Street Lit: Representing the Urban Landscape Book Panel Discussion
@ 12:15-1:35pm, in Montgomery Hall, Room SC-127
Panelists: Prof. Keenan Norris, Prof. Alexandria White, Prof. Khalid White